ARROW BOARDS

VEHICLE MOUNTED B SIZE

CALL US NOW (07) 5529 1188

www.ldcequipment.com.au

RMS Approved: 1401 - FAS5 - 0 - 1B  AS4192-2006 Compliant

✓ Cost effective;
✓ Easy to use
✓ Thoroughly tested to comply with AS4192-2006 and RMS FAS 5 standards
✓ Lowest power consumption of any arrow board of this type - less than 1 Amp average for a single B size arrow board
✓ B & C size available
✓ Fully automatic brightness control
✓ Left arrow, right arrow, double arrow, non directional warning
✓ Single or double sided options
✓ Low profile; Lightweight
✓ Includes electric actuator
✓ LED’s have a 50,000+ hour life expectancy
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

- NATA laboratory certified operation between -10° and +60°
- Engineer certified for travel at speeds to 110kmh (lowered)
- EMC certificate of compliance # T130819_A
- NATA accredited photometric compliance # 3054-1
- LED Lamps are NATA laboratory certified to IP65
- Control enclosure is NATA laboratory certified to IP45
- Intelligent controller with inbuilt diagnostics
- Full colour OLED screen on dash controller
- Power draw less than 1 Amp (one sided sign)
- Controller displays real time mimic of the sign
- Controller displays battery voltage & brightness
- Controller integrates beacon switch
- Power from Vehicle - 12 or 24 Volt
- LED beacons and beacon brackets also available
- Warranty: 2 years/5 years*
- 24/7 emergency support line

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION: Less than 1 Amp per single sided board!... for ease and convenience
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